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JCI Creed
We believe . . .
That faith in God gives meaning and purpose to human life;
That the brotherhood of man transcends the sovereignty of nations;
That economic justice can best be won by free men through free enterprise;
That government should be of laws rather than of men;
That earth's great treasure lies in human personality;
And that service to humanity is the best work of life.
JCI Mission
To provide development opportunities that empower young people to
create positive change.
JCI Vision
To be the leading global network of young active citizens.

Message from President
Welcome to the last issue of Dialogue in 2018.

I am proud of the drive, team spirit and dedication that you, my
fellow Kowlooners have shown to your mother chapter - JCI
This issue marks the culmination of 2018 and the end of my
Kowloon throughout all the projects that you have undertaken. I
presidential year serve as your President of JCI Kowloon.
hope you all agree that we have achieved a wonderful 2018.
Treasure the memories, friendship and project experience gained
Looking back in the past few months, JCI Kowloon has conducted
throughout. Build on this base that you have cultivated, and you
over 30 different scale of projects and nearly 40 events overall.
and your fellow Kowlooner will attain greater achievement s and
Our projects this year have impacted close to 600 individuals
heights in the coming future.
locally in Hong Kong. We accomplish our goals and cover all the
4 areas development. For, Individual Development, we co-hosted I want to use this opportunity to thank you every single of you for
with JCI Queensway and JCI North District launched the Train your commitment and contributions to the JC movement to date,
the Trainers Program and 15 new trainers are trained up. Business without your efforts, we would not have accomplished our goals
to the Power N is a brand new project and target to enhance the and successfully complete so many projects to date. Remember
business skills a young entrepreneur should posses and we reach the story behind our logo of this year, it is a KEY shape with 4
to over 100 attendants. For Community Development our success circles and you are the owner of the key which door you will open
goes to our flagship projects. Children Chinese Calligraphy
based on the effort you have made, that’s the “Keep Empowering
Competition has promoted Chinese Calligraphy Culture to the
Yourself” spirit. Lastly, special thanks to my beloved board
teenagers and we received nearly 1000 entries and even promote members, project chairmen, presidential advisors, chapter
on TVB. Shelter Dreams 2018 has spread a clear message to
advisors and our National Assigned Executive Officer Senator
preserve the creativity of children and the important message of Naomi Chan.
empowerment of children growth to 50 households. Together We
Care – Unique Faces, we raised awareness of Face Equality and I pray for your continued effort to assist President Elect Christine
promote the message of “The way how they look we cannot
Wan and her cabinet in 2019! Be Inspired, Be Delighted, Be a
change but we can change how we see” to reduce the inequality. Kowlooner!
For International Affairs, we visited our sister chapter in Macau,
Kula Lumpur, Malaysia and we all have a great time in the Asia Gilbert Lo
Pacific Conference in Kagoshima, Japan.
2018 President
Junior Chamber International Kowloon

Message from National President
Dear members of JCI Kowloon,

As a leader, learn how to empower by first listening to their
needs. You can start with becoming a Board member of JCI
Whether you are an experienced member or newbie, you ought Kowloon and listening to the needs of your members. Once
to find development opportunities in JCI. Many of the skills
you master this, you are on your way to build a dream team.
you acquire from project management are transferable to your
career. How you manage your OC members may be similar to My last two cents is be mobile. We see many young Chinese in
how you manage your team. On top of that, JCI Hong Kong
the Mainland willing to travel around the country and even
organised coaching sessions since the end of last year which overseas in search of opportunities. JCI members are
were well received. Again the skills acquired through these
internationally-minded with the numerous international events
sessions are not only applicable to JCI but also to your career. we have. Seize opportunities by working together with the 50
or so JCI National Organizations along the Belt and Road. And
When you attend JCI Kowloon activities, look around you.
closer to home explore the Greater Bay Area with JCI Hong
Your Board members, Past Presidents, Senators and Senior
Kong and our Chapters which have a relationship with youth
Members are all very experienced. You might even find
organisations within the Area.
someone who come from the same industry as you, or if not,
someone who has been in the commercial world or has been All in all, JCI is your one-stop shop to empower your career.
climbing up the career ladder. All of them can give you
Be proactive in making the most out of JCI Kowloon. The
valuable advice on how to empower yourself or act as your
future is in your hands!
mentor. Make use of their expertise. I believe that they are
more than happy to help you!
Senator Ronald Kan
I would like to recommend you to read the all time favourite
book on leadership - How to Win Friends and Influence People
- if you have not already done so. If there is only one thing you
can get out of the book, it will be active listening. Listening to
your bosses, clients, subordinates and all those who you come
in contact with.

Message from National Assigned Executive Officer
Dear members of JCI Kowloon,

disfigurement, raising public awareness of recruitment by
talents rather than by appearance. Business to Nth square,
‘‘By looking at empowerment and development together, you another new project, has empowered local young business
are focusing welcome
leaders to capture opportunities from the latest macro-economic
attention on issues that matter most in the lives of families and development in Hong Kong and mainland China, and make
their communities —
informed choices to pursue their dreams.
opportunities for decent work,’’ said former UN SecretaryGeneral Mr. Ban Ki-moon
Alongside the upcoming flagship projects including Chinese
in his remarks in the first International Conference on People’s Calligraphy Competition and Shelter Dreams, I firmly believe
Empowerment and
that the commitment of every member of JCI Kowloon will
Development.
bear fruit, with solidarity, perseverance and a golden heart to
serve and go the extra mile. As my commented previously,
Indeed. Empowerment at work is core to both global and JCI ‘‘Life is like riding a bicycle, in order to keep your balance, you
Movement.
must keep moving’’. With various meaningful events to come
From JCI’s Global Youth Empowerment Fund to every projects and with wonderful stories told in this issue of Dialogue, I wish
we have engineered, one can say that we are constantly giving JCI Kowloon every success in the near future.
opportunities to young people to tap into their full potentials for
career and personal aspirations, with dignity, respect and impact In JC spirit,
to the community.
2018 National Assigned Executive Officer
Henceforth, I would like to express deep gratitude to the great Senator Naomi Chan
endeavors JCI Kowloon has made for youth, community and
business empowerment in the first half of 2018. Together We
Care-unique faces, which has gained astounding support from
Equal Opportunities Commission, has opened up an
unprecedented scenario for people suffering from facial

“Pursue excellence, and success will follow.”
- Three Idiots

Interview with Manner
“We only can live for several decades, do not waste time, do what you really want to do.” –
Sixtycents, the founder of Manner

Interview with Manner (微辣)

The Macau economy has always relied heavily on the
gambling industry, yet 2 young people spotted the business
opportunities in the cultural and creative markets.

the beginning, they purely wanted to make some video clips
and change lyrics, did not consider seriously on business. The
first video clip they had produced had attracted some attention,
amid Macau was lacking platform for producing video clips,
In 2013, Manner was established as a video platform, shooting they believed that the idea of Manner works.
super funny videos from seconds to minutes and now they
possess more than 3.5 million fans and their annual revenue In the beginning, they did not have many resources nor the
has exceeded 10 million Macanese patacas (equals to 10
idea of running a business, but they believed that their creative
million HKD). However, Manner believes that it is not
and cultural works will be successful, so they produced the
possible to rely solely on taking advertisements shots, they
best video clips they could. Their attitude attracted people
need to go offline, seizing their core which is cultural and
around them, and many friends would help them in taking
creative markets and developing physical goods. Therefore, shots for free. Sixtycents expressed that their free help can
they started entering the catering market and launching theme somehow be regarded as “playing”, but not very
snacks, hoping to become Macau's branded souvenir.
“professional”, he needed to think seriously of making money
and be professional. He started to run a business, really
The start of Manner
becoming the Manner CEO, and at the same time he involves
in creating new ideas too.
Manner was founded by Sixtycents (陸志豪) and Jacky (李偉
麟) in Aug 2013, the year that Sixtycents was 20 years old. In

Creativity is about space

His best friend returned

From a creator to a company’s CEO, Sixtycents realized that
creating using a business mindset does not work, the other way
around, they have to make business using the creative mind.
Creativity is not about money, it is about having space to think,
money cannot catalyze your thinking. Only purely following
your heart regardless of costs can make you the best artwork.
On the other side, business is business, and they need to
control the budget of production, just like a painter, his works
will be valued by other people, he would not consider money
when he paints, and so they have to find fundings like
Government fundings, zero-interest loans, and advertisement
jobs.

Sixtycents had started in a way more like “playing” and “trying”,
he had invited a friend who wanted to be an actor to join his
team. As time went on, his friends chose to face the reality and
became a teacher, Sixtycents felt sad for his leaving, but he
understood that everyone had to earn a living, and so he took
more seriously in his business to make Manner a profit-earning
creation platform. His friend eventually came back, and that
made him feel encouraged – his hard work could eventually
made his and his friend’s dream come true.

The failures he had gone through make The new managing style creates loyalty
him who he is today
All employees in Manner can work freely – they can decide their
Sixtycents had studied in 7 secondary schools. Since form 1, he
had been expelled because he talked too much and he was
naughty. He could not find any school to study in, and and was
afraid of being seen by others. He was not interested in studying,
he even quitted University, he clearly knew that studying was not
for
him, learning at school was not part of his life. “We only can live
for several decades, do not waste time, do something you really
want” he said. Thanks to the expulsion from secondary schools,
he had met many friends and more importantly, he learned to
accept failure.

own working hours, and they do not even need to work in the
office. All they need to do is to ensure their works are on track.
Sixtycents believe that you cannot use the traditional way to
manage young people. It is about creativity and ideas, it needs a bit
rebellion, you have to relax and feel comfortable, staying in office
will not enhance your performance. The 80-staff company runs in
a democratic way, they vote for making decisions. The literal and
democratic environment made him and his employees good
friends, they will make jokes of each other, and people in Manner
possess the sense of belonging.

Entering the offline market

Manner future development

They hope to focus not only online, but also offline, so they
started to make stage plays and hope to spread out the idea
of cultural and creative industry. Also, they will launch
some funny theme snacks, hoping to connect offline to
online. When they are taking advertisements, they are
actually selling other company brands, but when they are
working in the cultural and creative market, they need to
grasp their core values.

Advertisements are the major source of income of Manner
now. Besides, they are planning to bring their local creation to
Hong Kong and Mainland China markets. Afterwards, they
want to extend their digital economy to real economy like
snacks and souvenirs.

Encouraging words to young people
“If you are a student now, do not whine, enjoy your every best moment, because when you enter the working
society, there are much more things for you to whine about.
It is the best time for you to explore the world. If you have the financial capacity and want to start your
business, please do so, do not let yourself regret. But you also need to understand that there is a risk in every
chance you take.
The happiest thing in life is doing things you really want. Do not live solely for money. Money is like air. We
all need air, but we will not live for air. Find what you really passionate on, and keep doing it.”

“You only get one life. It's actually your duty to live it as fully
as possible.”

- Me Before You

EVENTS RECAP
23rd – 26th March Sister Chapter Visit to
JCI Kuala Lumpur

We had a record high of 11 members to visit our sister chapter JCI
Kuala Lumpur and attend their 64th installation.

Our happy memory of a fruitful trip to meet many new friends
from Kuala Lumpur, Japan, South Korea, Philippines, Taiwan and
Singapore, we had an amazing time, lot of fun and laughs. We ate
a lot of delicious specialty food. This visit also provides a good
opportunity to exchange our insights about business, chapter
management and culture. This chapter visit truly strengthens our
sisterhood with JCI KL.
We would like to express my gratitude to JCI KL for their warm
hospitality and arrangement which we were provided during our
stay in KL. All the accommodation cost, beverage fee and
transport fee are sponsored by JCI KL.

Welcome dinner

Calling for Hero!
A lot of Heroes gathered at the The Legendary Hero Night- JCI
Kuala Lumpur 64th Installation & Awards Banquet (IAB)

EVENTS RECAP

Together We Care – Unique Faces
“Together We Care” is a Community Development Project of JCI Kowloon. Our topic this year is Face Equality (臉部平權)
with the theme of “Unique Faces ( 樂 也 融 容 )”. We aim to create an enlightened and fair society and to promote our core
value – “We are the same”. We hope the public know more about the feelings of people having facial disfigurements and
combating facial discrimination.

Interview with HK01 & RTHK "Made in Hong Kong 李志剛"

We would like to invite you to fight for Face Equality together. Let’s do it.

Business to the Power N
This year, the Business Affairs team has created a new flagship project "Business to the Power N"
for new entrepreneurs to strengthen their knowledge of market updates and build up their network.
The deep meaning of the project is about sharing resources with others.

Shelter Dreams 2018
“Shelter Dreams”「畫你所想·成就夢想」was held on 28 Oct 2018. Our theme is to motivate our children to use their creativity, let all 40
families to have a fun and wonderful creative day camp. Our purpose is to promote the importance of coaching skills by parents, and building
positive feedback to those children to use their own creativity to build dreams. We have great positive feedback by both parents and school. They
are both so appreciated for the building a “Home” concept using cardboard. Parents encouraged their children to use their creativity building the
house by themselves.

11th Children’s Chinese Calligraphy Competition
The 11th Children Chinese Calligraphy Competition was successfully completed with thousands of
entries and selected with qualified finalists. We hope we can continue to promote this wonderful
Chinese culture and treasure the culture through this competition. our young generation with take
part and encourage them to treasure this culture.
Competition Day

Awards Presentation Ceremony

TVB Interview
文化新領域 - broadcast on 24 Nov 2018 (Sat) 9:40am

Be inspired.

Be delighted.

Be a Kowlooner.
2019 Board of Directors

“No matter what happens to us, everyday spent with you is the
best day of my life.”
- The Notebook
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